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Free Essay: Describe the main principles of the two normative ethical theories of deontology and utilitarianism. Compare
and contrast the two.

Suffice it to say that the majority of moral philosophers and theologians have found it defective. When
arriving in a South American town he has happened upon a captain and his army about to assassinate twenty
Indians in order to deter other Indians protesting against the government. Kant stated that a universal law
should provide the basis for each act, and that the intention was of more importance than the result. The
employees work for their employer and in turn the employer has the duty and responsibility to ensure that the
minimum safety requirements are met. Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website!
Meriam Webster Dictionary, 1 Utilitarianism and deontology have often been discussed throughout the history
of ethics, and both have had many adaptations of the concepts. This approach could lead to harm to some
individuals while the net outcome is maximum benefit. In every culture something is defined as either right or
wrong, not just wrong or right as a whole. As we can see with this example, ethical dilemmas are not easy to
solve. Unfortunately, some of the medical personnel who went on the humanitarian missions have returned to
their own countries only to come down with the virus days later Get Essay Actions can be morally obligatory,
allowed, or prohibited and consequences do not matter. As we will see in Part Two, this notion is very difficult
to justify if one abandons the theological doctrine of man being made in the image of God. But basically, a
utilitarian approach to morality implies that no moral act e. It means to make the correct moral choices; we
have to understand what our moral duties are and what correct rules exist to regulate those duties The
Watchmen contains lots of violence regarding the usage of Utilitarianism and Deontology. This tradition
drives clinicians to do good to patients, strengthening the doctor-patient bond. Both theories are based on
moral rules. They differ mostly in what they value most, the outcome vs. This ethics system is more accurate
when it comes to addressing complicated situations, which solutions are not as trivial. References How to cite
this page Choose cite format:. Like other forms of consequentialism, its main idea is that whether actions are
morally right or wrong depends on their effects. Morality is a means to some other end; it is in no way an end
in itself. The theory of deontology is derived from the writings of German philosopher Immanuel Kant 
Deontology argues that reason forms the basis of right and wrong. What happens when you have to choose
between two evils? In the other hand, utilitarian ethics state that a course of action should be taken by
considering the most positive outcome. This method would lead to enormous wastage of time and energy in
decision-making and are prone to bias. What does this mean. A person is right in acting certain way only if
this person acts for the right reason. For example, utilitarianism can be used to justify punishing an innocent
man or enslaving a small group of people if such acts produce a maximization of consequences. The main
focus of deontology is duty: deontology is derived from the Greek word deon, meaning duty. Julian thinks this
is a duty because it will yield the most positive outcomes or consequences. Normative ethics is a branch of
philosophical ethics that investigates the set of questions that arise when considering how one should morally
act.


